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Abstract—EnHANTs will be small, flexible, and self-powered
devices that will be attached to objects that are traditionally
not networked (books, furniture, clothing), thereby enabling
various tracking applications (more details are available at
enhants.ee.columbia.edu). We demonstrate a small testbed of EnHANTs prototypes. The prototypes communicate using in-housedeveloped ultra-wide-band impulse radio (UWB-IR) transceivers.
They create a multihop network and adapt the topology and
communication patterns to the light energy harvested by the solar
cells. The testbed includes a unique software-based light control
system which enables controlled experiments. This demonstration
accompanies [3].
Index Terms—Energy adaptive networking, energy harvesting,
ultra-low-power communications, ultra-wideband impulse radio.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy Harvesting Active Networked Tags (EnHANTs) will
be ultra-low-power, small, lightweight, flexible tags that harvest environmental energy and form pervasive multihop networks. Recent advances in ultra-low-power UWB-IR wireless
communications (e.g., [1]), and in energy harvesting techniques (e.g., [6]) will enable the realization of EnHANTs in
the near future [2], [3].
In terms of complexity, throughput, size, and energy requirements, EnHANTs fit between RFIDs and sensor networks.
Similarly to RFIDs, EnHANTs can be affixed to commonplace
objects. Presence of power sources (via harvested energy)
and multi-hop operation shifts the EnHANTs closer to sensor
networks. However, compared to sensor nodes, EnHANTs
will operate at significantly lower data rates, consume less
energy, and transmit mostly ID information. We envision that
EnHANTs will be one of the enablers for the Internet of Things
and will support a variety of tracking and monitoring applications beyond what RFID permits. Representative applications
include finding items with particular characteristics in a store,
locating misplaced items (e.g., library books, keys, wallets),
and continuous peer monitoring of merchandize in transit.
We have been developing the EnHANTs prototypes and
testbed over the last 3.5 years. A form factor for the envisioned EnHANT is shown in Fig. 1(a). Demonstrations of our
previous steps towards the EnHANTs vision focused on the
prototype (e.g., [7]).1 In this demo, in addition to improved
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video of the demo from [7] is available at youtu.be/QFCf62lBATI.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. a) The intended EnHANT form factor and b) a software-based light
control system along with four EnHANTs prototypes.

prototype capabilities, we present our testbed which includes
a software-based light control system that exposes the solar
cells to controllable light conditions as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The current generation of the EnHANTs prototype features
new energy harvesting circuitry integrated with a flexible solar
cell [6] and a thin-film battery [5]. With these new nodes, we
also demonstrate an energy harvesting-adaptive multihop network. Overall, using our small scale testbed of four EnHANTs
prototypes, we show novel functionalities across the layers of
the protocol stack, from UWB-IR communications to energy
harvesting-adaptive networking protocols. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of multihop data
forwarding using an ultra-low-power UWB-IR physical layer.
An accompanying paper about the prototypes and the testbed
appears in [3].
II. P ROTOTYPES

AND

N ETWORK

The EnHANTs prototype block diagram, including the
different modules and their interactions, is shown in Fig. 2.
EnHANTs prototypes harvest light energy using flexible solar
cells, store energy in thin-film batteries, and communicate
wirelessly using UWB-IR transceivers (designed for the prototype and described in [1]) integrated into a UWB-IR Communication Module. They also track the harvested energy and
battery states using an Energy Harvesting Module (EHM), and
adapt their networking and communications patterns based on
these states using a Control Module.
EnHANTs harvest, store, and track energy: The EHM is
integrated with mechanically flexible thin-film batteries and
solar cells. The thin-film batteries [5] are 2.5×5.8cm, provide
4.1V, and have a 2.2mAh capacity. The amorphous silicon
solar cells [6] are 3.65×6.4cm and produce 22mA at 3V under
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Fig. 2. A block diagram of the EnHANTs prototype, and its interactions
with the testbed.

Fig. 3. EnHANTs multihop network: topology adapts to energy availability.

solar illumination. This demonstrates that our envisioned form
factor is achievable using recently developed devices.
The EHM contains circuitry designed and calibrated to
monitor the energy harvested and the battery state, and can
discharge controlled amounts of energy from the battery.
The current EHM is not powering up the prototype. The
harvested energy is stored in the battery, and the energy
spending on communications and other activities is emulated
by discharging a load. Releasing the constraint of running
the prototype off harvested energy allows us to experiment
with various hardware and protocol configurations. The energy
spending and monitoring circuitry of the EHM enables the
network adaption algorithms.
EnHANTs communicate wirelessly: The nodes communicate
wirelessly using the UWB-IR Communication Module which
is based on an ultra-low-power impulse radio transmitter and
receiver chip architecture [1]. The chips are mounted onto a
printed circuit board that contains the interfaces to connect
to the other prototype components. A complex programmable
logic device is used as ‘glue logic’ between the radio chipset
and the Control Module which hosts the network protocol
stack. We implement a UWB-IR medium access control protocol which provides collision avoidance and error detection.
EnHANTs form an energy harvesting-adaptive network:
Energy harvesting devices need to adapt their communications patterns to the environmental energy conditions. In
the demonstration, EnHANTs prototypes form an energy
harvesting-adaptive multihop network (shown in Fig. 3) and
jointly adapt their communications to the available light
energy. Each prototype monitors, in real time, the EHMprovided information about the harvesting rate and the battery
level. The prototypes exchange these parameters wirelessly,
and jointly decide on the data rates and on the network
topology. Energy harvesting-adaptive protocols are handled by
the Control Module which is based on an off-the-shelf MICA2
mote that runs TinyOS.

III. T ESTBED
The small-scale testbed that we demonstrate includes four
EnHANTs prototypes, a control and monitoring system, and
a software-based light control system.
Control and monitoring system: For control and monitoring,
the prototypes are placed on MIB600 programming boards
and accessed from a PC via Ethernet. On the PC, a real-time
Java-based graphical monitoring system shows the network
topology, data rates, energy harvested, battery levels, and the
individual packets transmitted.
Software-based light control system: To the best of our
knowledge, the EnHANTs testbed is the only testbed that
allows evaluating the performance of energy harvestingadaptive algorithms in a controlled environment with real
energy harvesting hardware. To enable such evaluations, the
EnHANTs testbed includes a custom-designed software-based
light control system shown in Fig. 1(b). In this system, a
Java-based script and Arduino-based light control modules
precisely control the irradiance (light energy intensity) generated by light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Dark box enclosures
and 3D printed mounting fixtures ensure full control over the
light conditions at the prototype solar cells. This guarantees
that experimental evaluations of energy harvesting-adaptive
algorithms are based on the same energy inputs. Demo participants can operate the light control module and observe
the network adapting to varying light energy conditions. We
additionally demonstrate the communications and networking
pattern adaptations to the light energy inputs that are based on
real-world light energy traces [4].
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